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For the past two to three decades, legislative gridlock has been more the rule than the
exception in the U.S. Congress. Whether one views such gridlock as cause for concern
or celebration, most observers of the U.S. Congress—expert and casual alike—have named
Congress as some combination of “inefficient” or “dysfunctional.” Congress’s inability or
unwillingness to engage in policy change has subsequently dominated both popular and
academic accounts of the modern Congress, making way for a wide variety of classic studies
on congressional politics. But while these classics differ in their explanations for legislative
gridlock, ranging from partisanship (Binder 1999, 2003) to economic inequality (McCarty,
Poole, and Rosenthal 2006), most ultimately attribute slow policy change to a rise in elitelevel polarization. Indeed, when politicians’ policy preferences diverge, it is less likely that
they will agree to change status quo policies. Indeed, this divergence in preferences between
congressional parties influences nearly every aspect of policymaking, leading bill sponsors to
alter the ideological content of their bills (Woon 2008), committee chairs to favor in-party
bills in their agenda-setting activites, and roll call voters to side with members of their own
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party.
Conspicuously absent from these explanations, however, are electoral considerations. Certainly, most observers acknowledge the centrality of elections to understanding congressional
behavior. To citizens, members of Congress are frequently accused of being more concerned
with reelection than principle. To academics, the conception of members as single-minded
seekers of reelection lies at the heart of most modern studies of Congress (Mayhew 1974). It
is therefore not particularly controversial to assert that members understand that elections
are nearly always nearby, and that they recognize that elections differ in their levels of competitiveness. Yet, with the notable exception of Lee’s (2016) seminal work on legislating and
campaigning in the modern Congress, few studies of policy change have asked or explored
whether this knowledge of upcoming elections in any influences members’—particularly party
leaders’—decisions regarding policy change. Put slightly differently, does the possibility of
electoral gains or losses following an upcoming election impact the way members evaluate a
bill for agenda space or a vote for passage?
In this paper, I aim to show that electoral dynamics interact with partisan polarization
to shape the strategic environment within which policy change occurs. More specifically,
I will develop a new theory of policy change and agenda-setting that articulates and tests
the conditions under which electoral competition encourages or stymies policy change, even
beyond what polarization alone might predict. Unlike previous models of policy change, the
model allows relevant actors to condition their strategic choices on the electoral prospects
of their party. Ultimately, the model seeks to demonstrate that electoral competitiveness
decreases policy change when it is likely to benefit the majority party and accelerates when
the majority party stands to lose in the next election. By conceiving of agenda-setters as
forward-looking in their bargaining calculus, this project would become among the first to
systematically examine the electoral foundations of policy change, alongside the traditional
determinants deriving from elites’ preferences alone. The project therefore speaks to the
policy change literature not only in American politics, but in comparative settings as well.
Moreover, because actors in the model may opt against introducing policies that move the
status quo in their direction, it will also provide a rationale for why major policy efforts
nevertheless occasionally fail—a phenomenon that is not in equilibrium in current models of
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policy change.
The paper proceeds as follows. First, I demonstrate how current studies of elections
and policy change fail to speak to one another, leaving gaps in our understanding about
how elections influence policy change. Second, I outline my theory and formal model, which
incorporates electoral dynamics into the policy change process. Third, I discuss four common
electoral scenarios in light of this proposed model, in order to demonstrate conditions under
which potential electoral changes sytmie and accelerate policy change. Finally, I execute
two empirical tests from derived from my theory, finding some support for the model. I
conclude by prefacing future empirical tests and summarizing the signficance of the project
and implications of the work.

Elections and Policy Change in U.S. Politics
Beginning with Mayhew’s (1991) seminal study on divided government, research on policy
change has generally focused on two main explanatory factors: the prevelance of veto players
or pivots and their spatial locations, and the agenda-setting roles of political parties. Krehbiel
(1998) and Tsebelis (2002), for instance, proposes models of policy change that link changes
in policy to the distance between pivots or vet players in a political system. Cox and
McCubbins (2005) point to the agenda-setting powers of the majority party in Congress as
a powerful force in policy change dynamics.
While these models of policy change have differed in emphases (particularly regarding
the role of political parties), each of them has shared a common feature: a “static” model
design. By static, I do not mean that players cannot alternate offers, or that there are no
subgames. Rather, the models begin and end within the same legislative “period” and are not
influenced by elections. In spite of this absence, a large literature has long connected elections
to policy outcomes, as noted above. Indeed, since at least Miller and Stokes’s seminal study
on representation in 1963, scholars of Congress and American state legislatures have shown a
deep interest in uncovering how constituencies influence policymaking through the electoral
process. These studies have varied widely in the outcome of interest, such as the provision
of public goods (e.g., Jackson and King 1989), sponsorship and cosponsorhip activity (e.g.,
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Sulkin 2005), credit-claiming for the provision of pork (e.g., Grimmer 2013), and of course,
roll-call voting (e.g., Achen 1978). They have also extended well beyond Congress, (e.g.,
Butler and Nickerson 2011, Wright et al. 1987, Lax and Phillips 2012). Nevertheless, in
spite of this broad literature linking elections to policymaking, aggregate models of policy
change do not incorporate elections—even though elections have been shown to condition
individual legislators’ behaviors in a wide variety of settings.
If elections influence the strategic choices made by individual legislators in legislatures,
one might imagine that elections similarly influence choices of actors relevant to aggregate
policy change—particularly party leaders and agenda-setters. Some recent studies have
begun to explore some of this dynamic, articulating how elections might shape party leader
decisionmaking. Lee (2016), for example, argues that insecure majority control incentivizes
party leaders and other members of Congress to heighten partisan conflict and accentuate
differences between parties, which makes for good politics in the upcoming election. In
fact, she argues that much modern congressional behavior is best explained by conceiving
of parties as single-minded seekers of majorities, rather than individual members as singleminded seekers of reelection. The result is a prioritization of “messaging” over “governing”
in Congress and, ostensibly, a decrease in productivity. Koger and Lebo (2017) echo a similar
sentiment, arguing that Congress has neglected to fulfill its governmental functions, instead
empowering party leadership in an all-consuming desire win to elections. The result, they
argue, is an increase in party unity and, likely, intense filtering of the policy agenda.
But while these studies each suggest that party competition may influence policy change,
they stop short of incorporating these electoral dynamics into an aggregate model of policy
change. Indeed, while both studies argue that electoral competition between the parties
likely decreases overall legislative output, they have yet to posit a more general theory that
articulates the conditions under which competition should should discourage (or encourage)
legislative activity. In this paper, my aim is posit and suggests tests for a theory that
enumerates such conditions, more clearly delineating how elections influence parties and
their choices regarding policy change. In the next section, I outline such a theory, and in
the section following, I execute a test of the theory.
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A Theory of Policy Change
In order to capture how electoral dynamics influence policy change, I build a dynamic spatial
model of policy change with an endogenous status quo. The model is a bargaining game
between two actors, an agenda-setter (AS) and a receiver (R), and occurs in one policy
dimension. The game sequence proceeds as follows. In the first or “present” round, the
agenda-setter must decide for a given status quo policy SQi whether or not to propose an
alternative SQ0i (“propose” versus “hold back”). If she does propose an alternative, the game
shifts to the receiver, who must then select whether to “accept” or “reject” the proposed
policy change. If the receiver chooses to accept the alternative, the game ends, with payoffs
realized via a quadratic loss function comparing the new policy to each of the players’ ideal
points. Should the receiver choose to reject the alternative, the status quo persists. Thus,
the result of Round 1 can be either a new policy or the status quo, much as in any traditional
spatial model.
Unlike traditional spatial models, however, if the “status quo” result is reached because
of “holding back” behavior by AS, the game does not end. Instead, an election occurs,
shifting the location of agenda-setter to AS 0 and the receiver to R0 with some probability
Pr(AS 0 ) = s and Pr(R0 ) = r, respectively. Notationally, then, if a shift in AS or R does
occur in Round 2, I will refer to said second-round actors as AS 0 and R0 . If, however, no
change occurs, I will simply refer to AS and R similarly in both rounds. In the second round,
the game proceeds in a fashion similar to Round 1. That is, AS first decides whether or not
to propose an alternative to the status quo, and R decides whether to accept or reject that
proposal. If the proposal is accepted, the game ends with a new policy of SQ00i = SQ∗i . If the
proposal is rejected, the game ends with the same status quo policy, SQi = SQ∗i .1 Figure 1
depicts the extensive form of this game.
A key feature of the structure of this game is the asymmetry it possesses regarding
advancement to the “electoral round.” That is, the game only reaches the second round if
the status quo persists. Substantively, this structure creates a key decision for AS: she must
choose between what she believes she can gain by proposing a new policy in this round,
1

Note that status quo policies are indexed by i, in order to indicate that the agenda-setter encounters
many status quo policies within a given legislative period.
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Figure 1: Extensive Form of Dynamic Policy Change Model
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versus what she believes would occur (for each SQi ) following the next election. The reason
for this feature is drawn from substantive observations of the American legislative system: I
argue that when policy change occurs for one status quo in the present legislative session (in
the U.S. case, the present Congress), it is highly unlikely to occur again in the next session.
That is, policy change for a specifical status quo policy area can either occur now or later,
but not both.
Policy advocates in the U.S. Congress denote this feature of legislative politics frequently.
In their recent paper on policymaking, for example, Buisseret and Bernhardt (2017) underscore the following commentary offered by environmental advocates from TheClean.org, with
regard to proposed cap-and-trade legislation that they opposed: “Will [the public] see [the
legislation] as a ‘win’—that the problem is solved? If so, what will that mean for pushing
for the needed steps later?” In other words, if compromise legislation prevails today, such
progress will preclude further reforms in the future. Such a result will occur, they say, because the public will no longer see a reason to push their legislators toward further reform.
Policy advocates from other issue areas echoed a similar sentiment in interviews for Crosson
and Heaney’s (2016) study on coalition lobbying, stating that, “Passing legislation as close
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as possible to our ideal policy is important, because if we go back to Congress next year
and ask for the rest of what we want, they will deny us and tell us they have already ‘done’
[issue redacted].”2 In other words, Congress has already addressed the problem brought
forth by the public and interest community, and they must allocate scarce agenda space
to some other issue yet to be addressed. Consequently, policy entrepreneurs and interest
group leaders understand the importance of not squandering their window of opportunity
by ceding too much to the opposition. Taken together, these substantive observations not
only provide a strong justification for the aforementioned asymmetry in game continuation,
but they provide some anecdotal evidence for the idea that political elites do in fact consider
future policy change possibilities in their present policy-change calculus.3

Player Identities and Key Features
My model builds most directly upon foundational work by Romer and Rosenthal (1978) and
Krehbiel (1998), in that actors in my model bargain in one-dimensional policy space over
an exogenously determined status quo. However, I depart from these models in two key
ways. First, and most importantly, my model is dynamic, in that reconfigurations of actors
following an election now condition the choices made by the agenda-setter. This drastically
alters player strategy in the present round of bargaining and, as I detail below, sometimes
increases and sometimes decreases policy change compared to the static case. However, a
second departure also bears mentioning. That is, while previous models of policy change,
such as Krehbiel (1998), include a larger number of players with specific identities, I keep
the number of players (and the specificity of those players) low, in order to increase the
flexilibility of the model. That is to say, because the specific identities of the agenda-setter
2

The specific issue area is here redacted due to IRB agreements to preserve the anonymity of interviewees.
A possible addition or alternative to this design might be to tie electoral fortunes to the majority party’s
policy success in the present round. In other words, one may consider endogenizing electoral outcomes to
policy decisions in the present round. In this model, I do not endogenize elections however, for a few key
reasons. First, the conditions under which policy change or stasis harm a majority party are unclear. If
little policy change occurs, the majority party may be punished for a refusal to compromise. If, however,
the majority party does make major changes, they may be punished for unpopular policies or poor outcomes
(such as Democrats in the 2010 election). Second, many gains and losses to a majority party’s seat holdings
is cyclical and predictable. For example, the president’s party typically loses seats in midterm elections. It is
the effect of this sort of “predictable” change, upon which majority party leaders can reliably condition their
actions, that is the focus of this study. Future work, however, may well examine how endogenous elections
further complicate majority agenda-setting and aggregate policy change.
3
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and pivotal actor are fluid, subject to intense scholarly debate, or some combination of the
two, my model simplifies the bargaining environment into two key players—an agenda-setter
and a single veto agent—who do not have to take on any specific identity. Doing so allows
my model to make a specific theoretical point and extend to a variety of political contexts.
However, in empirical tests of the model, I will make assumptions about who and where the
agenda-setter and receiver are located.
In order to interpret the results of the model in the American context, this analysis does
include a few key assumptions with regard to player locations and identities. With respect
to the agenda-setter, I assume that agenda control rests in political parties, much in the
same way as Cox and McCubbins (2005) do. More specifically, I assume that AS is located
around the median of whichever party holds agenda control in Congress. In modern politics,
this means that AS is likely to be located fairly far away from the center of the political
spectrum. Placing agenda control in the hands of political parties also further substantiates
my decision to render the policy change process dynamic. Indeed, while individual members
of Congress may face uncertainty about whether or not they will even be in Congress following
an upcoming election, parties are likely to persist beyond individual elections, and leaders
(who themselves are generally more secure electorally than other members) may anticipate
electoral gains or losses in their agenda-settering actions.
With respect to the receiver, the model does not include separate pivots for the filibuster
or president, etc. Rather, as Krehbiel (1998) suggests, a single actor in a unidimensional
spatial setting is ultimately ‘pivotal’ in determining whether a change to the status quo
occurs or not. This means that the identity of this pivot depends upon the location of the
status quo and AS. Because the pivotal actor is the veto player lying farthest away from the
agenda-setter in the direction of the status quo, I define the identity of the receiver in the
following way: if the AS is a Republican, R is the veto player located farthest to the left,
and if AS is a Democrat, R is the veto player located the farthest to the right. For example,
if Republicans control the House, Senate and President, but Democrats control the filibuster
pivot, then the receiver is located at the Senate filibuster pivot.
This setup implies two key features about the players in the model (as it applies to the
U.S. case). First and foremost, it generates an asymmetry between the identity of the AS
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and R. That is, while AS is a “collective” actor (a party, or set of party leaders) that persists
across elections, R is most often an individual legislator, concerned about his/her reelection.
This asymmetry has important consequences for how the two players approach the game.
Indeed, given that party leaders are likely to remain in place (either as minority or majority
leaders) following the next election, they are enabled to think dynamically about policy
change and weigh the advantages and disadvantages associated with proposing or holding
back various pieces of legislation. Consequently, AS is a dynamically sophisticated player
who considers Period 2 consequences to its actions in Period 1.
This conceptualization of AS stands in sharp contrast to R. As an individual actor, R
faces the real possibility that she may not remain in office following the upcoming election.
This possibility becomes even more salient if she is the moderate filibuster pivot within a
party. If the current actor R fails to remain in office, then, future policy gains are of little
use to her. Put differently, insofar as reelection concerns remain as the individual legislator’s
primary concern (Mayhew 1974), dynamic considerations regarding policy gains likely fall to
the wayside. Therefore, given that the individual, pivotal legislator R faces such pressures
in the present round (that AS does not face, at least at the same level), R is modeled as a
“static” player in the game. In other words, R votes in accordance with her present-round
incentives, accepting policy proposals that move the status quo in her direction and rejecting
ones that do not.
Given that R is most often a member of the minority party, it may initially seem tempting
to think of R in terms of a potentially dynamically sophisticated minority party. That is,
one might ask: if the majority party is dynamically sophisticated, why is the minority party
not thinking dynamically and whipping R accordingly? To be clear, it is indeed likely
that minority parties are dynamically sophisticated in some sense: minority parties want
to maximize their chances at taking back the majority. However, even if they were able
to whip moderate members located near the R pivot, doing so is not likely to improve the
minority’s chances at taking the majority. To see why, consider what might happen if R did
vote dynamically—in other words, to occasionally vote for policies that move the status quo
away from his/her ideal point or against policies that move the status quo closer. Are such
votes likely to improve the chances that the minority party regains power? Certainly not:
9

voting against her own preferences (and potentially the preferences of the district) is highly
unlikely to improve R’s reelection chances. Assuming that the minorty party does not view
losing incumbent seats as a viable strategy for regaining power, they may choose in many
cases against cross-pressuring R in her vote choice—a decision they likely would not make
if they were seeking policy gains as a majority party. Taken together, then, rendering R a
static player makes sense, even if one thinks of her as under the power of the minority party.4
Finally, analysis of this model will rely upon a few additional assumptions. First, the
model setup presupposes that the agenda-setter and the receiver never share an ideal point.
This is a weak assumption. In order for such an assumption to be violated, the House, Senate,
filibuster pivot, and president would have to possess identical policy preferences. Beyond this
assumption, however, the setup also implies that the agenda-setter can never be “crossed” by
the receiver, if/when the receiver moves in the direction of the agenda-setter. Suppose that
AS is located at the median of Republican legislators, and that R is controlled by Democrats
and is located at the filibuster pivot in the Senate. The “no cross” assumption, then, implies
that, should Republicans make gains in the upcoming election and fully capture the Senate,
the receiver will nevertheless remain to the left of AS. In this case, this would mean that
the Republican filibuster pivot (or the president—whoever is more liberal) is assumed to
be located to the left of the Republican party median. In contemporary politics, such an
assumption is fairly realistic, particularly as parties have become more polarized.

How Do Electoral Prospects Influence Policy Change
Under Common Power Transitions
Given that the equilibrium of this game varies considerably with regard to status quo location, location of AS, R, AS 0 , and R0 , and the probabilities of particular shifts in AS and R, I
demonstrate how this model’s dynamism influences policy change in the following way. First,
4

It is worth noting that, practically speaking, this feature mirrors an assumption made by Buisseret and
Bernhardt (2017) in their recent paper. In that study, the authors render the agenda-setter to be the lone
“dynamically sophicated” agent, in order to render model analysis more straightforward. However, they do
not provide the sort of substantive explanation provided here for this modeling choice.
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I detail four common electoral transitions that occur in American politics.5 In this paper,
I focus on the first three of these scenarios, in which the identity of AS is not expected to
change, but in which control of the receiver is competitive. For each scenario, I delineate how
much and what kind of policy change should be expected, comparing these results to results
from a traditional, static model. Finally, I test two main implications from these scenarios,
ultimately finding some mixed support for my prediction that future gains for the majority
party appear to stymie policy change in the present, while future losses may accelerate it.
This result is more stark as the parties grow farther apart.

Scenarios 1 and 2: AS Maintains Agenda Control and Makes Gains
with Reciever
In the first set of scenarios, AS is expected to maintain agenda control and experience a closer
receiver following the upcoming election. Here, without loss of generality, I assume that AS
is a Democrat and is therefore located on the left of the political spectrum. Moreover, I
eliminate the president from the present analysis, for ease of interpretation. Doing so does
not alter the intuition behind the model’s results, and the president can be fully incorporated
into future empirical tests of the model.
In Scenario 1, Democrats hold the majority in both the House and Senate, while Republicans maintain control of the filibuster pivot. As a result, the identity of the receiver in this
case, according to the criteria laid out above, is the Republican filibuster pivot. However, the
upcoming election is expected to be a positive one for the Democrats. Indeed, in addition
to retaining their majorities in the House and Senate, Democrats are expected to pick up
a few seats in the Senate—generating the possibility that Democrats could also control the
filibuster pivot. In the parlance of the model, then, Democrats stand to capture control of
the receiver, ensuring the player moves closer to AS. This sort of dynamic has occurred on
multiple occasions throughout the 20th Centry, including in 1946 and 1976, when Democrats
held Senate majorities and had a chance at capturing the pfilibuster pivot as well. Figure 2
depicts this two-period dynamic.6 As denoted in Figure 2, should the filibuster pivot shift
5
6

I argue that post-WWII elections each fall into one of these scenarios
As Figure 2 depicts, AS’s rentention of agenda control is depicted as the persistence of AS in the second
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Figure 2: Common Power Distribution and Electoral Change Scenarios
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occur, players in the game have a reasonably reliable about where the new receiver, R0 would
be located.
How does this possibility of change of control influence AS’s actions in the “present”
round? Consider how AS ought to act if the probability of Democrats capturing R is equal
to 1 (Pr(R0 = RD ) = rD = 1). In this scenario, AS must backward induct from the second
round, in order to determine where policy would move, should she opt not to offer a policy
alternative in the present round. Consider first a status quo policy lying far to the left of AS.
For such status quo policies, AS can offer an alternative policy located at her ideal point,
round. That is, the location of AS in the second round is equivalent to that in the first round. In reality,
this is unlikely to be the case. If, for example, Democrats make enough electoral gains to win the filibuster
pivot, the median of the party in government is likely to shift leftward. Instead, AS is held in place here, for
ease of exposition.
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because such an alternative is a net improvement for the Republican receiver. Because AS
can do no better in the second round by holding back, she instead should always propose
her ideal point in the first round for any status quo policy.
This dynamic changes for status quo policies lying at AS and rightward. Indeed, if the
status quo lies close but to the right of AS, the Democratic AS may desire to move the status
quo but cannot do so: the Republican R will reject any movement away from her ideal point.
Moreover, for all policies located between AS and R0 , SQ will persist through both rounds,
as neither the first-round or second-round agenda-setter will be able to make improvements
upon the status quo. AS will be unable also to move status quo policies between R and R0
in her direction, so her best response is simply to allow the status quo to persist.
But what happens for policies lying to the right of R? Here, AS faces an interesting
incentive. Policies lying to the right of R are moveable in the first round: R will accept any
proposal at least as good as the status quo. In other words, AS can successfully make any
offer SQ0 ≥ SQ − 2|SQ − R|. But how does this result compare with the how policy would
change in the second round? For such status quo policies, SQ is even less desirable for R0
than it is for R. Consequently, AS can extract more policy concessions to the left in the
second round than the first. Indeed, it is easy to see that, for status quo policies to the left
of R, SQ − 2|SQ − R0 | < SQ − 2|SQ − R|. Given that this is the case, AS faces an incentive
to hold back from offering a policy alternative when the status quo is to the right of R, even
though she can improve upon the status quo in the first round by making an offer. This
dynamic is not limitless, however. Indeed, eventually a status quo policy is so far to the right
that AS ≥ SQ − 2|SQ − R|—i.e., that AS’s ideal point lies within the leftward reflection of
SQ over R. Under such conditions, AS can propose and obtain her ideal point in the first
round, rather than having to wait until the second round. This means that for any weak
preference of present gains over future ones—including for any possibility that Democrats
won’t actually capture the filibuster pivot—AS should propose her ideal point in the first
round, which R will accept. Figure 3 summarizes these results.
How does this compare with the static case? Figure 3 compares the results of the simple
static case with the dynamic scenario described here. Under the static case, the range
within which policy change does not occur is straightforward: policy change does not occur
13

Figure 3: R0 More Favorable to AS
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for status quo policies lying between AS and R. As Figure 3 plainly depicts, policy change
occurs even less frequently in the dynamic case than in the static case.7 Indeed, when the
agenda-setter is thinking about future gains, she is willing to forgo policy change in the
present round for a larger number of status quo policies, located to the right of R. Moreover,
as polarization between the parties increases, the prospective distance between R and R0
also increases, meaning that a greater amount of “holding out” activity will occur. However,
this disparity between the dynamic and static case diminishes as the probability of an R
shift decreases: as the probability of a shift decreases, the expected location of the Round 2
receiver converges to the original location of the receiver.
These results hold for any scenario under which AS remains the same and makes some
kind of gains with the receiver. Thus, Scenario 2 results in the same kind of dynamic as
7

If one were to total the policy change that occurs in both rounds, one could argue that a larger number
of status quo policies are changed in the dynamic rather than the static case. However, the point of rendering
the policy change process dynamic is to examine how this change influences present policymaking efforts.
Indeed, once the Round 2 configuration ultimately becomes the Round 1 configuration, the new AS will again
have to consider what the policymaking environment will look like after the upcoming election. Thus, the
game as designed underscores what policy change should look like if every Congress considers the location
of today’s players as well as the possible location of players after the next election.
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Scenario 1. In Scenario 2, Democrats hold the House and filibuster pivot, while Republicans
hold the Senate. If one assumes that agenda-setting power lies with the House majority in
this case, AS is located at the Democratic majority median in the House, and R is located
at the Republican-controlled floor median in the Senate. Under this scenario, Democrats are
expected to gain the Senate, but not capture the filibuster. Although the player identities
differ from Scenario 1, the same dynamic occurs in Scenario 2 as in Scenario 1. That is,
because a Republican filibuster pivot is likely to be closer to AS than is the 50th Republican
vote, AS faces a more favorable environment in Round 2 than in the present. Consequently,
for a certain set of status quo policies to the right of R, AS will hold back from offering
policy reform.

Scenario 3: AS Maintains Control, but Loses Ground with Receiver
Unlike Scenarios 1 and 2, the Democratic AS loses ground in Scenario 3. Here, Democrats
hold complete control of Congress in the present round: they control the House majority,
Senate majority, and the filibuster pivot. However, following the election they are expected
to experience minor losses in the Senate—enough so that losing the filibuster pivot is a
possibility. An example of this sort of scenario occured early in 2009-2010, when Democrats
had previously made large gains in the 2008 election but were expected to make routine
losses in the 2010 midterm election (potential losses that grew, of course, with the passacge
of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act—bumping the latter portion of 2009-10
into Scenario 4, described below). As a result of these expected losses, the location of R may
shift rightward, from the Democratic filibuster pivot in the first round to the Republican
filibuster pivot in the second round. As before, I assume that the location of the potential
Republican filibuster pivot is well known to players in the game.
How does this potential shift influence the strategic calculus made by AS in the present?
Consider first the scenario wherein the rightward shift of R is guaranteed to occur (Pr(R0 =
RD ) = rR = 1). Here again, as in Scenarios 1 and 2, status quo policies lying to the left
of the agenda-setter are moveable to AS’s ideal point in the first round: R will accept any
movement of these status quo policies to the right. Similarlly, policies located between AS
and R are immoveable, regardless of the location of R—meaning that the status quo remains
15

Figure 4: AS Loses Ground with R0
Scenario 3 Dynamic Game
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in place within this range. But what about status quo policies lying to the right of R? In
Scenarios 1 and 2, AS opted to hold back from policy change. But unlike in Scenarios 1 and
2, AS should no longer hold back on these status quos. In fact, one might argue that AS
should accelerate her policymaking efforts on a subset of these status quos. Following the
election, status quo policies lying between R and R0 become immoveable. Therefore, if AS
wants to lock in policy gains in this area, she needs to propose changes now. Furthermore,
for policies lying to the right of R0 , AS also faces an incentive (albeit a slightly smaller one)
to accelerate policy change, because SQ−2|SQ−R0 | > SQ−2|SQ−R|. That is, R0 is far less
exploitable when AS tries moving rightwing policies by reflecting them over R0 s ideal point.
This dynamic, of course, is limited by the ability of AS to achieve her ideal point in the first
round for extreme rightwing status quo policies. Indeed, when (SQ − R) ≥ (R − AS), R
will accept an offer = AS, because such an offer is now an improvement on the status quo.
Because AS cannot improve upon this outcome, she makes the offer and the game ends.
When Pr(R0 = RD ) = rR is not equal to one, this “acceleration” region shrinks.
Figure 4 summarizes these results and compares them to the static case. For the presentround static case, nothing has changed: status quo policies lying between AS and R will
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remain unchanged. Strictly speaking, rendering the game dynamic did not increase or decrease the number of moveable status quo policies in equilibrium. However, one might argue
that the game’s dynamism accelerates policymaking in a different way (or, at very least,
focuses it): that is, because AS knows that policies between R and R0 may become immoveable in the immediate future, she make exert additional effort in moving these policies.
Whether or not this results in more policy change overall depends on how scarce agenda
space is, but the model’s dynamism at very least suggests where AS is likely to focus her
policymaking efforts. As partisan polarization increases and the prospective space between
R and R0 widens, this sort of policy acceleration is likely to increase.

Resulting Empirical Predictions
While the model introduced here generates a number of testable hypotheses, including predicted locations of changed policies for various status quo locations, I focus on two main
comparative statics: one from Scenarios 1 and 2, and one from Scenario 3. In Scenarios
1 and 2, AS may gain ground when moving from R to R0 , leading her to avoid changing
policies located within the reflection of R0 over R (see Figure 3). The larger the size of this
“deceleration” interval, the less policy change out to occur, all else equal:
H1 : When AS can expect R0 to lie closer to her than R following the upcoming
election, the distance between R and R0 should negatively predict observed levels
of policy change.
In Scenario 3, just the opposite holds true: AS expects that R0 will lie farther away from
her than does R. In this case, she may choose to accelerate policy change for status quos
currently located between R and R0 , as these policies will become unchangeable after the
election. Thus, the larger the size of this “acceleration” interval, the more policy change one
may observe, all else equal:
H2 : When AS can expect R0 to lie farther from her than R following the upcoming
election, the distance between R and R0 should positively predict observed levels
of policy change.
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In the the pages that follow, I detail how I determine which Congresses fall within these
scenarios, and which most closely approximate the traditional static model. However, it
is important to note that a fourth scenario exists, in which AS may change—a scenario
highlighted in Figure 2. While I focus in this paper on the aforementioned scenarios, I
discuss this fourth scenario in greater length in the appendix and leave empirical tests of
this scenario to my future work.

Data, Measurement and Methodology
Tests of policy acceleration and deceleration require several key measurements. To measure
policy change, I turn to a “data-driven” measure (see Clinton 2017): the Legislative Productivity Index (LPI), outlined and validated by Tobin and Grant (2008). While other measures
exist (e.g., Mayhew 1991, Binder 2003), the LPI covers a larger number of Congresses and
addresses aggregation issues associated with bill-level measures of significance (e.g., Clinton
and Lapinski 2006). Higher LPI values indicate that a Congress has changed policy more
than Congresses with lower values.

Key Independent Variables
The models I estimate include three primary explanatory variables. First, each model includes the size of the gridlock interval generated by a traditional static model. In order to
measure gridlock interval size, I rely upon DW-NOMINATE to measure veto player preferences. Since recent studies (e.g., Richman 2011, Woon and Cook 2015) have indicated
that hybrid Pivots-Cartel models (which combine elements from both Krehbiel [1998] and
Cox and McCubbins [2005]) produce the most predictive gridlock intervals, I measure the
location of the pivots associated with those models: House majority median, House and
Senate chamber medians, Senate filibuster pivot, and veto override pivot. I have collected
these measurements from the 76th (1939-40) to the 114th (2015-2016) Congresses. Using
these measurements, I calculate the maximum distance between pivotal actors (similar to
the process outlined by Chiou and Rothenberg [2003]) to determine the size of the gridlock
interval.
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In addition to the gridlock interval, I include the acceleration interval in one set of
models, and the deceleration interval in another. However, the relevance of the acceleration
and deceleration intervals is contingent upon electoral expectations for both AS and R. Thus,
measurement of these intervals requires an objective measure of electoral expectations. To
measure these perceptions regarding majority control of Congress, I make use of election
market data, as a variety of studies (Berg et al. 2008; Erikson and Wlezien 2012) have
suggested these sources to provide the most accurate predictions about how parties will fare
come Election Day. More specifically, I turn to the longest-standing such market, the Iowa
Electronic Markets. Because stock prices are normalized to the [0,1] interval, such prices
are interpretable as probabilities of partisan control to the House, Senate and presidency—
making them a useful measurement for the purposes of the test outlined above.
This usefulness nothwithstanding, IEM data are available for only a small time span
(1994 to present). Thus, additional data are needed for measurement of partisan control
probabilities. In a separate paper, I explore both traditional modeling processes, as well
as a new machine-learning process called LASSOPlus (Ratkovic and Tingley 2017), to fit a
model of the IEM data and then generate predicted probabilities for pre-1994 years using
those predictive models. Ultimately, traditional modeling approaches generated the most
convincing estimates of electoral probabilities. These models leverage a variety of factors that
party leaders may rely upon to assess their party’s electoral prospects, including Congresslevel factors such as midterm loss, presidential coattails, and current size of majority, as well
as daily and monthly indicators like presidential approval and generic congressional vote.
The models also incorporate economic data, which has been tied in the past to perceived
reelection rates (e.g., Stigler 1973). My estimated electoral perceptions are averaged at the
monthly level and span from January 1939 to November 2016.
After averaging these probabilities at the Congress level, I use them to delineate the
Congresses for which the acceleration and deceleration intervals are relevant. In other words,
because my model locates AS at the House median, and R at either the Senate median or
filibuster pivot, I use the probabilities to determine whether major changes in these identities
were expected to occur in each upcoming election in my dataset. To make this determination,
I select the elections for which AS was unlikely to change, p(AS 6= AS 0 ) < .4 and R was
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either expected or highly possible p(R 6= R0 ) > .4. Among these elections, I then determine
the direction of the expected shift: either closer to or further from AS. Finally, I measure
the distance between R and the expected R0 (which I estimate using the actual location of
R after the upcoming election). Depending on the expected direction of shift, this distance
represents the size of the acceleration and deceleration region:

Accel =



|R − R0 |, if p(|AS − R| > |AS − R0 |) > .4

0,

Decel =

otherwise



|R − R0 |, if p(|AS − R| < |AS − R0 |) > .4

0,

otherwise

Other Variables
In addition to the primary variables of interest, I include a small number of other variables
that may influence policy change. First, I include a Divided Government variable, which
takes on the value ‘1’ when both chambers of Congress are controlled by a different party than
the president, and zero otherwise. While NOMINATE scores are available for presidents, I
opt against incorporating the president’s preferences into the model for two reasons. First,
recent work has cautioned researchers regarding the extremity of some presidents within
the NOMINATE framework. Additionally, inclusion of the president’s NOMINATE score
into the calculation of the gridlock interval actually signficantely weakens the relationship
between core size and policy change.
Beyond divided government, I include two different variables that attempt to address
decreases in policy change due to systemic changes in congressional behavior, highlighted by
Lee (2016). According to Lee, the rise of electoral competitiveness—rendering majority control of Congress inherently unstable—led party leaders in the House and Senate to centralize
power and focus more on messaging and campaign position than on legislating. While Lee
acknowledges that the relative competitiveness of the House and Senate ebbs and flows from
cycle to cycle, she argues that the perceived long-term competitiveness of the House and Senate has fundamentally changed Congress’s behavioral focus. Indeed, beginning in 1980 in the
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Senate and accelerating in 1994 in the House, party leaders drastically increased their focus
on messaging. In order to adjust for this sort of system-level evolution in Congress’s focus
and productivity, I first introduce a binary variable that takes on the value ‘1’ for Congresses
beginning in 1993 and later, and ‘0’ otherwise. As an alternative means for addressing this
overall change in competitiveness, I also incorporate a Total Safety variable that captures
how competitive control over the House and Senate was in the upcoming election:

T otal Saf ety = |p(M aj ChangeHouse ) − .5| + |p(M aj ChangeHouse ) − .5|
Higher values of this variable should be associated with higher values of LPI, whereas I
expect the coefficient on Post-1994 to be negative.
Finally, I incorporate the ideology of the chamber medians in the House and Senate into
some of the models, in order to address the possibility that more conservative members
simply prefer less overall policy change.

Results
In order to test the association of the gridlock interval, acceleration region, and deceleration
region with policy change, I estimate a variety of models of LPI using OLS regression. I
focus first on models examining the acceleration region. I estimate six models, which explore
a variety of specifications and measures of control variables. As is summarized in Table 1,
the results generally support my hypotheses regarding the size of the acceleration region.
That is, when the AS expects to retain power but lose leverage in the position of R, she
focuses her energies on passing laws within the “vulnerable” region—policies that will become
unchangeable if left to the next Congress to address.
In contrast to the positive association displayed between the acceleration region that
policy change, Table 2 summaries results for the deceleration region. For some of the models,
the expected negative association appears as significant. However, while the results point
in the expected negative direction in the rest of the models, the association is weaker than
in the case of policy acceleration. This result could well be due to the small sample size—a
possibility best tested using other means (such as a bill-level test). Such a test lies outside
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Table 1: Policy Acceleration and Expectations about R and R0
Dependent variable:
Legislative Productivity
Size of Gridlock Interval

Size of Accel. Region

Post-1994

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

21.592
(21.437)

−32.274∗
(17.275)

35.062∗
(17.939)

25.385
(19.965)

30.319
(20.692)

48.991∗∗
(20.240)

112.543∗∗
(48.611)

98.771∗
(54.108)

130.674∗∗∗
(40.220)

127.533∗∗∗
(40.201)

125.777∗∗∗
(40.330)

120.966∗∗∗
(36.729)

28.579∗∗∗
(7.663)

−29.633∗∗∗
(5.577)
23.136∗∗∗
(5.725)

−28.371∗∗∗
(5.679)
21.065∗∗∗
(6.015)

−27.363∗∗∗
(5.793)
19.102∗∗∗
(6.383)

−30.079∗∗∗
(5.217)
15.271∗∗
(5.898)

3.664
(3.360)

3.645
(3.367)

2.794
(3.080)

−33.666∗∗∗
(6.673)

Total Safety

Divided Government

−15.225
(16.296)

House Chamber Median

−42.172∗∗
(15.824)

Senate Chamber Median

Constant

Observations
R2
Adjusted R2

106.475∗∗∗
(7.548)

100.578∗∗∗
(10.475)

84.273∗∗∗
(8.288)

87.692∗∗∗
(8.837)

86.166∗∗∗
(9.005)

81.168∗∗∗
(8.420)

36
0.592
0.553

36
0.489
0.441

36
0.733
0.698

36
0.743
0.700

36
0.750
0.699

36
0.793
0.751

∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

Note:
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the scope of this paper, though future tests will leverage bill-level variation in status quo
and proposal locations to better delineate whether AS does appear to slow policy change in
order to reap better outcomes.
Table 2: Policy Deceleration and Expectations about R and R0
Dependent variable:
Legislative Productivity
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Size of Gridlock Interval

19.914
(23.986)

−23.129
(19.603)

40.904∗
(21.098)

29.364
(23.054)

44.811∗
(23.997)

50.625∗∗
(23.473)

Size of Decel. Region

−11.332
(29.897)

−37.501
(33.843)

−44.028
(26.829)

−44.122
(26.642)

−61.493∗∗
(27.631)

−34.926
(25.246)

−27.475∗∗∗
(6.133)

−26.023∗∗∗
(6.209)

−24.169∗∗∗
(6.101)

−27.746∗∗∗
(5.858)

24.691∗∗∗
(6.694)

22.246∗∗∗
(6.953)

19.552∗∗∗
(6.902)

15.888∗∗
(7.070)

4.446
(3.707)

4.390
(3.587)

3.543
(3.490)

Post-1994

−31.313∗∗∗
(7.136)
29.778∗∗∗
(8.334)

Total Safety

Divided Government

−32.531∗
(18.635)

House Chamber Median

−41.684∗∗
(18.155)

Senate Chamber Median

Constant

Observations
R2
Adjusted R2

108.205∗∗∗
(8.255)

98.186∗∗∗
(11.589)

82.969∗∗∗
(9.783)

86.966∗∗∗
(10.270)

81.166∗∗∗
(10.477)

81.508∗∗∗
(9.898)

36
0.525
0.481

36
0.457
0.406

36
0.670
0.628

36
0.685
0.633

36
0.715
0.656

36
0.734
0.679

∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

Note:

A few other results bear mentioning. First, while gridlock interval size is negatively
associated as expected in some of the models reported in Tables 1 and 2, its relationship
with policy change appears rather unstable. Indeed, when the Post-1994 is included, the
coefficent on Size of Gridlock Interval flips. This result is perplexing, although under certain model specifications the variable does behave as expected. This was not the case with
Divided Government, which remains positively associated with policy change throughout the
models, occasionally reaching significance. While this result is similar to Mayhew’s (1991)
controversial finding regarding divided government and the passage of major legislation, it
nevertheless runs counter to the expected negative relationship between divided government
and policy change. Here again, a larger sample size may better delineate how traditional de23

Figure 5
Predicted LPI, by Size of Acceleration Region
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terminants of policy change, such as the size of the gridlock interval and divided government,
interact with electoral competitiveness and expected gains and losses.
While the confidence intervals surrounding the coefficients on both the acceleration and
deceleration region terms are sizeable, the effect sizes are quite substantial. Focusing on
Model 6 and 5 in Tables 1 and 2, respectively, Figures 5 and 6 illiustrate predicted values of
LPI at various values of the acceleration and deceleration regions, respecitvely. In both figures, the model predicts a level of LPI just under 110 when the acceleration and deceleration
variables equal zero (a value nearly equivalent to the overall LPI mean of 108.76). However,
as the size of the acceleration region grows to its maximum observed value of 0.1825,8 predicted LPI increases to 130. Such an increase would move a Congress from an average level
of legislative productivity to well within the 75th percentile in LPI. Similarly, although only
significant at the p¡.1 level, the size of the deceleration interval is associated with a drop in
LPI from approximately 110 (when Size of Deceleration Interval = 0 ) to 95—a shift that
would move a Congress from average productivity to approximately the 25th percentile.

Conclusions and Future Work
Congress’s electoral history has varied considerably in terms of competitiveness. Indeed,
Congress has expereinced prolonged eras of partisan dominance (e.g., Democrats for much
8

For perspective, the average size of the gridlock intervals in the data is 0.4182)
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Figure 6
Predicted LPI, by Size of Deceleration Region
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of the 20th Century) and intense competition over control of congressional majorities (e.g.,
the mid 1990s to present day). In spite of these dramatic differences over time, current models of policy change do not consider how electoral competition might influence the strategic
environment within which policy change occurs. While recent scholarship has begun to consider the ramifications of electoral competition for congressional politics, this study is among
the first to consider how electoral competition should be expected to influence overall levels
of policy change. In this paper, I examine how such competition influences policy change
dynamics when one pivotal actor may shift following the upcoming election. I find mixed
but suggestive support for my theory’s assertion that, when faced with a more favorable
veto player configuration following the upcoming election, the majority party may decelerate policy change. Similarly, when faced with a less favorable configuration, the majority
may accelerate policy change—particularly when future losses are expected to move pivotal
actors far from the agenda-setter.
While the above analysis provides suggestive evidence regarding the role that electoral
competitiveness may play for policy change, it is not without limitations. Both theoretically
and empirically, more work must be done to generate testable predictions from Scenario
4—when the AS herself expects to lose power. Similarly, because the identity of the AS
is not always clear in models of American institutions, future versions of this paper will
examine whether the above empirical results hold when the agenda power is granted to
actors other than the House majority median. Finally, the small sample size associated with
Congress-level analysis suggests that future tests should consider leveraging the model’s billlevel predictions. In another paper, for example, I develop a means for locating status quos
and policy proposals, using public position-taking data by interest groups (Crosson, Furnas,
25

and Lorenz 2018) and leveraging the reauthorizations process. Such estimates allow me not
only to test predictions regarding which policies ought to move within a particular legislative
session, but also where they ought to move to.
This future work notwithstanding, this paper has demonstrated how electoral competition
and the shadow of the future fundamentally alter the strategic environment within which
policy change is embedded. While static models may suit historic periods of non-competition
well, high levels of electoral competition influence how and when policies change. I build
upon the excellent work of Lee (2016) and Koger and Lebo (2017) to show how future gains
and losses may lead majority parties to accelerate and decelerate policy change.
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Scenario 4: AS Loses Agenda Control but Maintains Control of
Receiver
In the fourth and final scenario, Democrats begin in a favorable position: they control the
House and Senate majorities (and therefore hold control of AS) and lack control only of
the filibuster pivot. In the upcoming election, however, Democrats face the possibility of
a drastic loss: they stand to lose control of both the House and the Senate, retaining only
the filibuster pivot. Consequently, AS falls to Republican control, while the Democratic
filibuster pivot takes on the Receiver identity. Here again, I assume that the likely locations
of AS and R, should the anticipated electoral changes occur, are well known to all players
in the game.
This shift differs from the previous scenarios in two regards: first, R and AS both move,
and second, agenda-control changes changes. How do such major changes affect the policymaking dynamic? As with the previous scenarios, it is instructive to first assume that the
anticipated electoral changes will occur with probability 1, and then examine different kinds
of status quo policy locations. Thus, consider first the status quo polices lying to the left of
AS. In spite of the potential for coming changes, AS’s dominant strategy for these status quo
policies remains unchanged from previous scenarios. Indeed, AS can achieve her ideal point
in the first round, because R accepts any rightward movement in these status quo policies.
Because AS cannot improve upon this result, she will always offer AS in the first round for
status quo policies lying to her left.
For slightly more conservative status quo policies, however, an interesting dynamic begins
to emerge. Consider what might happen if status quo policies lying between AS and R0 are
allowed to persist into Round 2. For these status quos, AS 0 may exploit the Democratic
filibuster pivot and move policy rightward by 2|SQ − R0 |. This result is much worse for AS
than the status quo. How, then can AS respond? Recall that any new policy change in
Round 1 ends the game for that particular status quo. Given this feature of the game, AS
can protect against rightward movements of status quo policies in this range by offering to
R SQ∗ = SQ + . In other words, by offering a policy that is nearly identical but slight
rightward of SQ, AS may entice R to accept a change that is better for AS than what would
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Figure 7: Common Power Distribution and Electoral Change Scenarios
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occur in the second round. While this strategy may seem at first unrealistic, a practical
application of this sort of dynamic may occur when a majority party chooses to reauthorize
a program without making major changes to the program’s structure. Indeed, instead of
allowing to the next Congress to take the reauthorization, the current agenda-setter can lock
in, say, 5 more years of the current program structure and policies.
This incentive for AS to make epsilon-more-conservative offers disappears for status quo
policies lying between R0 and R. Indeed, whereas policies lying between AS and R0 were
vulnerable to rightward movements by AS 0 , policies lying between R0 and R are located
within the Round 2 gridlock interval. No offer AS could make in the present round would
improve upon these status quo policies, so policy change does no occur within this interval.
For status quo policies lying to the right of R, AS faces an incentive structure similar to
that in Scenario 3. Indeed, given that status quo policies to the right of R will be either
immoveable (R < AS 0 ) or moved to AS 0 , AS should accelerate her reform of status quo
policies to the right of R, out of concern for poor Round 2 outcomes if no new policy is
adopted. Figure 5 depicts these dynamics.
What role do electoral probabilities play in this scenario? Unlike Scenarios 1-3, such
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probabilities complicate the AS’s strategic calculus considerably, at least for some status
quos. First, for status quo policies to the left of AS and to the right of R, the dynamic
does not change considerably: AS can always benefit by moving those policies in the first
round. However, for policies lying between AS and R0 , AS’s calculus becomes much more
complicated. One reason for this complication lies in the fact that, for some combinations
of probabilities Pr(Rep. control Senate) = Pr(R) and Pr(Rep. control AS) = Pr(ASR0 ), AS
can do better than than SQ − . Consider, for example, cases wherein Democrats hold on
to agenda power. Under such conditions, AS can expect an outcome better than SQ − .
First, if nothing changes (i.e., if the identity of the receiver remains with the Republican
filibuster pivot), then the game will end with SQ∗ = SQ, because AS can do no better than
SQ in either the first or second round. Second, if Republicans do capture the Senate (and
therefore alter the identity of R), status quo policies within this range will now be located
inside the Round 2 gridlock interval. That is, because a Republican Senate in this scenario
would shift R rightward from the Democratic filibuster pivot to the Republican Senate floor
median, the resulting configuration would strongly resemble Scenario 3. Under this scenario,
a policy lying between AS and R is immoveable: thus, if Democrats hold on to agenda power
but lose the Senate, the resulting SQ∗ will simply be SQ.
Further complicating the calculus made by AS, consider next the outcomes that could
occur if the Republicans do in fact capture AS. As noted earlier, if Republicans capture AS
0
, the Democratic filibuster
and also win the Senate, AS shifts to AS 0 and R moves to RDF

pivot. However, if Republicans capture AS but do not capture the Senate, R moves to the
0
0
0
median legislator of the Senate—a Democrat (RDM
)—instead of moving to RDF
. If RDM
0
lies closer to AS than does RDF
, the region for which AS makes the SQ +  offer shrinks
0
0
to (AS,RDM
), or (AS,RDF
) if the opposite holds. A priori, it is impossible to know for
0
0
sure whether RDM
or RDF
will lie closer to AS, as this result depends upon which current

Democratic legislators could lose, if Republicans were to take the Senate. Regardless, the
possibility that Republicans carry AS but not the Senate implies an outcome that, at most,
shrinks the SQ +  offer region, and at very least, does not grow it.
Taken together, Scenario 4 leads to a dynamic whereby policy change may, at the least,
occur the same amount as in the static case (when the probability that Republicans capture
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AS is relatively low), and at the most occur more than the static case by AS − R0 . However,
even though policy change can occur more in the dynamic case than in the static case, an
important caveat to this observation is that this added policy change comes in the form of
small,  departures from the status quo. From an empirical perspective, such small changes
would likely not count as “major” status quo movements in data sets such as Mayhew’s
“Sweep 1” laws. With regard to polarization, insofar as polarization implies not only a
widening of the gap between political parties but also an increase in cohesiveness of the
parties, one could argue that partisan polarization decreases this “small change” range.
Indeed, polarization decreases policy change overall in this Scenario (by widening the gap
between R0 and R), but an increase in partisan cohesion might mean that the Democratic
filibuster pivot and Senate floor median are quite close to the present-round AS.
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